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1: Verbs That End With -ing | Worksheet | www.enganchecubano.com
2nd Grade End Of Year. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - 2nd Grade End Of Year. Some of the worksheets
displayed are Grade 2 end of the year test, Grade 2 reading comprehension work story and exercises, Grade 2 year end
assessment mathematics form bb, Fr1 grade summer reading wriing and, End of the year test, Grade 2 reading
comprehension work story and exercises, End of the year word.

Here are some end of the school year project ideas, end of the year gift solutions, celebration tips, and
diplomas. Most are very simple, or can be simplified to meet your classroom needs. End of the School Year
Projects source: I think the large photo piece is so beautiful and would make for an excellent end of year
display. Create a Class Quilt â€” Here is a beautiful example of how you can create a class piece to bring the
entire class together for an end of the school year project. This quilt was made with handprints in order to fit
the alphabet, but you could easily input your own artwork or writing ideas with beautiful borders to tie it all
together. This is a quick idea that parents are sure to love. End of the Year Election â€” Get students thinking
positively about their classmates by describing them in an end of the year election. Let them think of the
funniest, happiest students and to nominate them for the election. Tabulate the results for some end of the year
fun. School is Cool â€” Get students reflecting on their year and have the year in a snapshot piece. This is a
craft with a girl and boy template for students to write what they like best about the school year. The
sunglasses really make this project a keeper! Have you already got your end of the year teacher shirt? Here are
my current favorites. Hallway Countdown â€” If you celebrate any type of graduation for your grade level,
start a countdown in the hallway. This idea was designed for kindergarten, but why not host your own
mini-graduation ceremony in your classroom with red bulletin board paper as your red carpet to celebrate the
end of a hard working year! When you add a poem and a picture of you and your student together you have a
very personal, meaningful gift together. Bind or assemble to make it special and a gift for each student.
Memory Books â€” There are tons of memory books and pieces available to create your own template. During
the last weeks of school, making books that are like personal yearbooks is a great plan. Bulletin Board
Displays â€” Bring on the end of year cuteness with a sailing inspired bulletin board display. Handprint Poem
Kindergarten â€” This cute project will also work for an end of year parent gift or make a great page in a
memory book. Students add their handprints into the empty space on the page or could mount this onto a
larger piece of construction paper with handprints beside. Teacher Poem â€” Send your students off with a
poem from the teacher to remind them that they are special. Pair this with a picture of you and your students,
or a photo with you and each student one on one. Learning With Toys â€” Here is a great step by step set of
toys to put together to give as student gifts with a tip on getting books at a fraction of the price. This tutorial
gives you a printable for kindergarten that explains each toy and how it can have educational value for over
the summer fun. End of Year Celebration Invitations â€” Are you planning a celebration at the end of the year
and inviting parents? This printable set includes summer themes that are bright and fun! You can print on
these in Powerpoint too making them print and go. Celebration Event â€” Here are some great tips on hosting
and end of the school year celebration event. Includes photos of table displays, student gifts and how to make
it a smooth event. Luau â€” Have and end of the school year luau. Host fun activities throughout the day that
fit a Hawaiian theme and pass out small favors like leis to your students as a gift. Here are some stations that
are designed for kindergarten as sample ideas. Take multiple photos throughout the day to put together as a
gift for each student. Camp Read a Lot â€” This week long idea will transform your classroom during one of
the last weeks of school. Find different lesson plan ideas to do each day with your students to keep it fresh and
to keep them excited and engaged. Most of all, I love that this one celebrates reading. Such a clever idea using
probably lots of camping gear you already have in your closet. Photo Slideshow â€” If you put together a
slideshow for your students to show the last days of school, here is a list of music suggestions and titles that
might be a great fit. Kindergarten Graduation Event â€” If you are planning on hosting a kindergarten
graduation event, here is a cute craft to create. Use simple shapes to create graduation kids. Add a quick little
poem or tag to make this a keepsake. End of Year Awards and Diplomas source: Diplomas â€” Most often if
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graduations are held at the end of a school year, they are done in pre-kindergarten and kindergarten. Here is a
quick glance at how a teacher uses diplomas and her classroom management tips for making the day work. I
love this idea since it makes students focus on the positive attributes of other classmates as they create the
awesome awards for one another. Great idea for any grade level! Countdown Printable â€” This clever
countdown printable set will cover you for the end of the school year and then some! Here is an editable
version of a parent note and an ABC countdown for you to use and make your own. Alphabet Countdown
Calendar â€” Turn your last month into a countdown calendar for students with a fun theme or activity for
them to look forward to each day. Your creativity of coming up with titles to match a letter of the alphabet is
all it takes to make this idea happen. You can do all of them for little to no money. The Alphabet Countdown
â€” Want to see more options for ideas of things to do with each letter of the alphabet as you count down your
last 26 days of school? Brainstorm with your students to create a list to fit their interests or use these ideas.
Thanks to these teachers for their free downloads and ideas that are creative and memorable. Your ideas are
fabulous! More End of the School Year.
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2: Words Ending in -ing Spelling Worksheets | All Kids Network
End of year poem. I had so many wonderful students in my 32 years of teaching! Find this Pin and more on End of the
Year for 2nd Grade by Sherrie Kovach. End of Year Poem. Something like this would be awesome at the end of their
memory bo.

First Grade Skills written by: School becomes more directed and the student feels more like a big kid. Get
your first-grade child prepared to pass to second grade. Work sent home for review and extra practice are tasks
worked into the routine of the year. The student receives information at a rapid pace. Each school district is a
tiny bit unlike the other in what first grade skills they work on as well as the pre-entry and exit skills they
expect them to have. First grade-level reading targets the retention of sight words. Homework and class work
alike revolve heavily around common words that the student rehearses and recites regularly. Beyond
remembering words, they learn to decode words and comprehend text. Text will be short and words small, but
basic reading skills primer words will definitely be developed toward mastery. Writing and Spelling First
graders start to work on capitalization and punctuation in the first portion of the school year. Spelling lists
consist of short words that practice letter sound. Math Counting small units of money is a first-grade skill
along with skip counting. This complex subject will build steadily over the next few years. The child learns to
count to and above as she learns addition and subtraction. You can read about a first grade and Kindergarten
activity using a tiny seed. Very basic concepts about the world of science, geography, civics, and social studies
reach the first grader on field trips, through movies, and in class play. These topics are less likely to be
interesting to this age group so it is made fun through the implementation of these strategies, but be assured
that they are learning these subject areas, just on their processing level. Story mapping comes to the light in
first grade. Reading flow leavens and decoding is a first-line backup tool for words unknown. Writing and
Spelling Short sentences to comprise stories are all the rave for the little learner and they can draw to pictures
to accompany them. Their sentences no longer run together, either, and they make more sense as they writer
continues to compose stories. Journal writing is a task they feel comfortable with. Making corrections for
misspelled words is a well-practiced skill for first graders by the end of the year. Spelling tests of short lists of
sight words are the usual weekly assignment. Math Math concepts like telling time by the half hour, learning
odd and even numbers, studying place value, and writing larger numbers are what young learners need to
know before exiting first grade to move on for success in the second grade. Math facts like facts of five and
ten will fill their free time after school. First graders have worked on many basic word problems on addition
and subtraction and they know some math rules to help them in the first weeks of second grade. Momentum
builds for social studies and science topics to include physical science in the area of measurements of liquids
and solids and chapters devoted to single countries to discuss their contributions to society. The majority of
the first grade skills posted are basic enough that the student with average development can grasp them within
an entire school year. If this does not happen, do not worry; they have time to catch up as these skills are
worked on repeatedly and built upon until third grade, when advanced concepts are introduced. Engrain what
you want them to know when you support what takes place in the classroom with real-world lessons.
3: -ed and -ing Endings | Worksheet | www.enganchecubano.com
End of Year Test - Grade 2 Basic Addition and Subtraction Facts In problems 1 and 2, your teacher will read you the
addition and subtraction questions.

4: Smiling in Second Grade: End of the Year Assessments
summer bucket list (writing activity for end of the year) Find this Pin and more on 2nd Grade - End of the Year by
Rachael Fry. summer bucket lists: can use to list categories, adjectives, summer activities, etc.
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5: 13 End of the Year Countdown Ideas (Pin for Later) - Sparkling in Second Grade
Celebrating the end of the year is a blast! If you follow me on instagram, Facebook, or blog, you know I am all about
teaching my students kindness.I feel as though kindness, consideration of others, and overall care for each other has
descended over the past years even since I was in elementary school (read more of my thoughts on anti-bully programs
here).

6: Using -ing: Verbs that End in -ie | Spelling Patterns Worksheet
This set of spelling worksheets focuses on words that end in -ing. These spelling worksheets contain the words eating,
looking, reading, singing, playing, swimming, running, hopping, putting, and getting.

7: End Of Year Second Grade Test - ProProfs Quiz
Second Grade. Reading & writing. This worksheet focuses on the spelling rule for -ie words and changing them to verbs
that end with -ing. Key Stage 2 Year 3.

8: Teaching First Grade Words with -ING Ending and -ING Suffix Rules
All students aged 7 - 8 should pass this math test so that they are ready for the following year.

9: Your 2nd grader's writing under Common Core Standards | Parenting
A carnival, whether held in the classroom as a theme party, or in the schoolyard for the whole school, is a thrilling,
summer-fun preview for students at the end of the school year.
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